ANNOUNCED LATER indicates that the results of the candidates will be announced after receipt of lower qualifying Examination Certificate, or attendance certificates or dues as the case may be.

16-02-2011 is the last date for receipt of applications for Revaluation with fee of Rs.350/- for each paper, for re-totalling Rs.200/- for each paper and Personal Identification with fee of Rs.455/- for each paper without fines and with a fine of Rs.150/- from 17-02-2011 to 21-02-2011. The prescribed application can be had from the Controller of Examinations, S.V. University, Tirupati - 517 502, on requisition by sending a self-addressed stamped (Rs. 5/-) envelope. The prescribed applications will only be considered for the above purpose.

NOTE: The Provisional list of Nos. furnished above may found for variation. For exact result vide the mark statement to be issued shortly.

The results can be had from the following website:

"www.schools9.com"
"www.manabadi.com"

(BY ORDER)

NEELAM SANJIVA REDDI BHAVAN  Sd/- M. RAMASWAMY
DATED : 27-01-2011
TIRUPATI - 517 502  CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS